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SUMMARY

Understanding how antibiotics impact bacterial metabolism may provide insight into their mechanisms of action and could lead to enhanced therapeutic methodologies. Here, we profiled the metabolome of *Escherichia coli* after treatment with three different classes of bactericidal antibiotics (β-lactams, aminoglycosides, quinolones). These treatments induced a similar set of metabolic changes after 30 min that then diverged into more distinct profiles at later time points. The most striking changes corresponded to elevated concentrations of central carbon metabolites, active breakdown of the nucleotide pool, reduced lipid levels, and evidence of an elevated redox state. We examined potential end-target consequences of these metabolic perturbations and found that antibiotic-treated cells exhibited cytotoxic changes indicative of oxidative stress, including higher levels of protein carbonylation, malondialdehyde adducts, nucleotide oxidation, and double-strand DNA breaks. This work shows that bactericidal antibiotics induce a complex set of metabolic changes that are correlated with the buildup of toxic metabolic by-products.

INTRODUCTION

During the last several decades, much of the research effort on newly identified antibiotics has focused on profiling their direct targets. These approaches have largely been successful but resulted in a simplified view that antibiotic-induced cell death is exclusively a consequence of target-specific inhibition. The increased availability of high-throughput technologies has enabled the analysis of system-wide bacterial responses to toxic stress. This work has revealed that antibiotic-mediated cell death is a complex, multi-faceted process that cannot be fully accounted for by the direct interactions of antibiotics with their cellular targets (Dwyer et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Zhao et al., 2015). The current antibiotic crisis has made understanding these cellular responses essential for improving existing therapies and identifying novel therapeutic approaches (Dwyer et al., 2012, 2014, 2015; Wright, 2012; Zhao et al., 2015).

While the majority of systems biology efforts on antibiotics have focused on understanding transcriptional regulatory networks, a number of studies have revealed that changes to cellular metabolic states may play a role in modulating antibiotic susceptibility (Cohen et al., 2013; Gomez and McKinney, 2004; Van Acker et al., 2014). Alterations in cellular carbon flux, for example, have been demonstrated to influence antibiotic susceptibility in multiple bacterial species (Brynilden et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2013) most notably in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Baek et al., 2011). Additionally, perturbations to the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle have been found to reduce antibiotic sensitivity in vitro, and TCA cycle defects have been identified in numerous clinical isolates (Thomas et al., 2013; Rosato et al., 2014). Metabolic perturbations have been hypothesized to induce a protective state in bacteria by reducing overall cellular growth (Baek et al., 2011), inhibiting antibiotic uptake (Allison et al., 2011), and/or by directly reducing the production of cytotoxic metabolic by-products (Dwyer et al., 2014).

Characterizing antibiotic-induced metabolic changes, and understanding how these alterations impact bacterial cell viability, could be vital to current efforts directed toward enhancing our antibiotic arsenal. To identify global changes to bacterial metabolism following antibiotic treatment, we profiled metabolic alterations in *E. coli* resulting from treatment with three different bactericidal antibiotics: ampicillin (a β-lactam), kanamycin (an aminoglycoside), and norfloxacin (a quinolone). We found that all three antibiotics induce a similar, initial metabolic response that then becomes more distinctively individualized for each
antibiotic at later time points. Further, we found that the antibiotic-induced metabolic alterations are associated with oxidative damage to critical cellular components as well as the activation of antioxidant responses. Our results suggest that bactericidal antibiotics induce a complex set of metabolic changes in bacteria, downstream of their direct target interaction, that correlate with the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that can damage key cellular components.

RESULTS

Antibiotics Induce Metabolic Alterations in Bacteria

We profiled the *E. coli* metabolome to explore global metabolic alterations induced by bactericidal antibiotics—ampicillin (Amp), kanamycin (Kan), and norfloxacin (Nor)—after 30, 60, and 90 min of treatment compared to the initial untreated state (UNT0). Antibiotic concentrations were selected to minimize cell death and lysis at the 30-min time point and to achieve substantial lethality, without lysis, at later time points (Figures S1 and S2) (Kohanski et al., 2007). These conditions can provide a comparison of the initial metabolic response prior to death to that found during the death process. An ultra-high-performance liquid/gas chromatography/electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS and GC/MS/MS) platform (Evans et al., 2009) was used to determine the relative concentration of detectable intracellular metabolites.

A total of 195 metabolites were robustly identified (present in at least three out of the five replicates in all tested conditions), spanning 49 sub-pathways and eight super-pathways. A complete set of box plots can be found in Data S1, and Data S2 contains a spreadsheet of normalized metabolite measurements and pathway associations. Figure 1 shows the fold change (with respect to UNT0) in relative concentration for the detected metabolites across all treatment conditions, grouped into the six most biologically relevant super-pathways. We observed both increases and decreases in relative concentrations, suggesting that antibiotic treatments have broad, complex effects on metabolism and do not simply quench all metabolic activity.

A number of common metabolic changes were observed for the three antibiotic treatments across the profiled time points. Namely, the relative concentrations of nucleotides and lipids were generally seen to decrease upon treatment with antibiotics, whereas the relative concentrations of carbohydrate, energy, and cofactor and vitamin metabolites were generally found to increase. Antibiotic-specific trends were more evident for the amino acid metabolites, with Nor-treated cells showing a larger number of decreased metabolites compared to Kan- or Amp-treated cells at 30 min post-treatment, and Amp-treated cells showing increased amino acid metabolites at 60 and 90 min post-treatment (Figure 1). A reduction in concentration of most lipid and nucleotide metabolites was evident at 30 min for all three of the treatment conditions and persisted for the remainder of the time points. In particular, we found that medium chain fatty acids as well as most metabolites categorized as lysolipids were reduced under all treatment conditions (Figure 1).

Antibiotic-induced cell death is thought to be a progressive process (Dwyer et al., 2012, 2014; Kohanski et al., 2010b, 2008), a phenomenon that can be observed in our bar chart visualization (Figure 1). To further elucidate the time-dependent impact of each tested antibiotic, we separately performed hierarchical clustering on the relative metabolite concentration data from the three different treatment time points (Figure 2). At the 30-min time point, prior to cell death, the metabolic profiles of the treated samples appeared similar to one another and collectively different from the UNT0 sample. The clustering algorithm was unable to distinguish between the Kan and Amp biological replicates at this time point, suggesting that these antibiotics, in particular, elicited a similar metabolic response. The Nor replicates formed a separate cluster due to a set of uniquely decreased metabolites (largely populated by amino acid metabolites); however, Nor still showed increases and decreases in metabolite concentrations (with respect to UNT0) that were similar to those for Kan and Amp. At the 30-min time point, all of the treatment types were enriched for carbohydrates among the increased metabolites and for nucleotides among the decreased metabolites (Figure 1).

At the later time points (60 and 90 min), the clustering analysis showed divergence into profiles specific to each treatment type—suggesting that after longer exposure to antibiotics the induction of cellular death leads to differing metabolic outcomes that may be more tightly linked to the target-specific effects. Notably, treatment with Nor led to a general decrease in metabolite concentrations and treatment with Amp led to a general increase in metabolite concentrations—observations that became more pronounced as treatment time and cell death progressed. The differential metabolic changes at 60 and 90 min may result from divergent extent of bacterial death and death kinetics as seen in Figure S1. For example, Amp induced 10- to 100-fold less cellular toxicity than Nor or Kan at 60 and 90 min (Figure S1). At those same time points, metabolite concentrations in Amp-treated cells became dramatically elevated, accounting for the majority of the differential clustering (Figure 2). It is possible that reducing bacterial death provides additional time for metabolic changes to progress.

Overall, hierarchical clustering of the metabolomics data showed that despite functionally unique modes of action, the distinct antibiotic classes tested elicited substantially similar alterations to the metabolite levels from the central metabolic pathways queried. Similar to previous findings that identified a common stress response upon treatment with antibiotics (Dwyer et al., 2012, 2014, 2015, 2007; Kohanski et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2015), we saw commonality in the metabolic response to antibiotics in the first 30 min of antibiotic exposure. This, along with the separation into antibiotic-specific metabolic profiles at later time points, suggests that prior to cell death the target-specific effects of antibiotic treatment are less metabolically evident. We corroborated these findings using principal component analysis (Figure S3); as with hierarchical clustering, commonality was observed for the 30-min time point followed by separation into antibiotic-specific clusters, and all of the treated samples clustered away from UNT0.

To further explore the commonality observed at the 30-min time point, we examined in more detail the relative concentration data for several metabolites (Figure 3). With respect to central carbon metabolism, the most marked changes seen upon
antibiotic treatment were within the TCA cycle (Figure 3A). For all three antibiotic classes, citrate and succinate were among metabolites with the largest increases in concentration. Further, our results show elevated levels of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) as well as NAD precursors and intermediates (Figure 3B). Other notable cofactor/vitamin metabolism alterations indicated in our data include increased levels of coenzyme A (Figure 3C). Together, these findings imply that bactericidal antibiotics lead to changes in TCA cycle activity and oxidative phosphorylation. These results are consistent with recent metabolomic studies in *M. tuberculosis* that linked antibiotic treatment to changes in central energy metabolism and the TCA cycle (Nandakumar et al., 2014; Baek et al., 2011). In addition, recent publications suggest that bactericidal efficacy is linked to...
bacterial respiration; specifically, bactericidal antibiotics were found to accelerate cellular respiration and this induction was critical for antibiotic lethality (Dwyer et al., 2014; Lobritz et al., 2015; Rosato et al., 2014).

In addition to central carbon metabolism and oxidative phosphorylation, we detected marked changes to nucleotide metabolism. We observed a striking decrease in nucleoside, nucleotide, and purine/pyrimidine base levels in response to all antibiotic treatments (Figure 3D), suggestive of a diminishing pool of nucleotide building blocks. This decrease, coupled with increased xanthine levels, a marker of purine catabolism (Xi et al., 2000), supports the notion that antibiotics may accelerate nucleotide turnover, which may be indicative of higher levels of DNA damage (Dwyer et al., 2014, 2015; Zhao et al., 2015). This interpretation is consistent with previous work reporting on the sensitivity of recA mutants to bactericidal antibiotics (Kohanski et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010), and studies linking guanine pool oxidation to antibiotic lethality (Baek et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2013; Foti et al., 2012).

We observed specific evidence of increased oxidative stress by a marked effect on the tightly regulated glutathione pools. This is consistent with previous observations that pretreating bacteria with glutathione, a natural antioxidant in both eukaryotes and bacteria (Masip et al., 2006; Smirnova et al., 2012), provides significant protection from bactericidal antibiotics (Dwyer et al., 2014; Goswami et al., 2006). Generally, a depressed ratio of reduced glutathione (GSH) to oxidized glutathione (GSSG) is considered an indicator of oxidative stress (Masip et al., 2006). Consistent with this, we observed modest increases in the levels of GSH, coupled with much larger increases in GSSG (Figure 3E). The levels of ophthalmate, a product of glutathione synthase and analog of glutathione (Soga et al., 2006), were also elevated in response to antibiotic treatment. Together, these changes in metabolite levels suggest increased GSH biosynthesis to compensate for ongoing turnover and consumption by antioxidant activities.

Collectively, these data provide direct evidence of complex metabolic changes induced by lethal antibiotic stress. Furthermore, our results indicate that despite disparate cellular targets, functionally diverse antibiotics induce broadly overlapping, early metabolite alterations characterized by increased levels of central carbon metabolites, active breakdown of the nucleotide pool, reduced lipid levels, and an elevated redox state.

Figure 2. Bactericidal Antibiotics Induce a Common Set of Initial Metabolic Alterations
Hierarchical clustering of the metabolic profiling data at 30, 60, and 90 min after treatment with Amp (3 μg/ml), Kan (7.5 μg/ml), or Nor (150 ng/ml). UNT0 (black bars), Kan (green bars), Amp (red bars), and Nor (blue bars). Relative concentration measurements were scaled along each row (i.e., for each metabolite) using a Z score prior to clustering, and red and blue indicate increased and decreased concentrations, respectively.
Antibiotic Treatment Leads to a Buildup of Toxic Metabolic By-products

These metabolic profiling data advance the view that bacteri­
cidal antibiotics significantly perturb bacterial metabolism, includ­ing changes suggestive of intracellular oxidative stress. This connection with oxidative stress is in agreement with previous observations that bactericidal antibiotics induce the produc­tion of ROS (Allison et al., 2011; Belenky and Collins, 2011; Dwyer et al., 2007, 2012, 2014, 2015; Foti et al., 2012; Kohanski et al., 2007, 2008, 2010b; Wang et al., 2010); see Dwyer et al. (2015) for an extensive review of prior work on this topic.

Metabolic measurements such as those conducted in this study are a powerful tool for identifying global changes in meta­bolism; however, because of their static nature, they cannot be used to directly determine metabolic flux. Thus, these data are most effective when used in conjunction with additional experi­mental measurements. Based on the strong metabolomic-based indication of an activation of oxidative stress by bactericidal anti­biotics, we performed additional metabolomics-independent measurements of cellular oxidation.

ROS that can damage cellular components include superox­ide, H$_2$O$_2$, hydroxyl radicals, and peroxyl radicals. While H$_2$O$_2$ reacts poorly or not at all with most biological molecules (Winter­bourn, 2013), highly reactive hydroxyl radicals are generated from H$_2$O$_2$ iron-dependent Fenton chemistry (Imlay, 2013; Winter­bourn, 2013). Due to the difficulty of determining whether the reactive species in biological contexts is the ferrous peroxide (Fe[IV] intermediate, the ferryl-oxo intermediate, or the ultimate hydroxyl radical, it has been suggested that all these highly reactive species be simply referred to as Fenton oxidants (Winter­bourn, 2013). Hydroxyl radicals react with biomolecules at diffusion-controlled rates in a reaction volume that is less than 2 nm in cells (Cadet and Wagner, 2013). However, much longer-lived and diffusible peroxyl radicals generated by the Fenton oxidants (Dedon, 2008; Lim et al., 2004) can induce damage to cellular components far beyond the site of radical generation and contribute to a buildup of damage.

It is challenging to measure most ROS because of the unstable nature of these reactive molecules (Halliwell, 2007; Roots and Okada, 1975). One commonly used approach is to employ reactive dyes that fluoresce upon oxidation. Using a variety of dyes based on different chemistries, we have previously reported that well-aerated wild-type cells treated with Amp, Kan, or Nor exhibit statistically significant increases in fluorescence (Dwyer et al., 2014), compared with no-dye controls for antibiotic treatment-related autofluorescence and morphology changes (Paulander et al., 2014; Renggli et al., 2013). While consistent with antibiotics inducing oxidative stress, the interpretation of these dye-based observations is nevertheless subject to certain caveats (Imlay, 2015; Kalyanaraman et al., 2012; Wardman, 2007). We therefore chose to implement an approach of simulta­neously examining the effects of antibiotic treatment on three well-established biomarkers for oxidative stress—protein car­bonylation, malondialdehyde adducts, and the presence of 8-oxo-guanine in DNA and RNA (Fedorova et al., 2014; Hagh­doost et al., 2006; Halliwell, 2007; Kasai, 2002; Valenzuela, 1991). Unlike dye assays, the assays for these biomarkers involve no perturbation of the system and so are not subject to the same caveats. These biomarkers have the additional advantage that the fingerprint generated when a reactive species attacks a biological molecule can be used to infer the reactive species that was involved (Halliwell, 2007).

One of the key roles of glutathione is to buffer the oxidation state of cellular proteins (Masip et al., 2006). Thus, the changes to the glutathione pool we detected (Figure 3E) may be indicative of an ongoing antioxidant response to antibiotic-dependent ROS induction and protein damage. The carbonylation of proteins is a stable form of oxidative damage that can lead to protein dysfunction and so is commonly used as a biomarker indicating oxidative cellular injury (Curtis et al., 2012; Fedorova et al., 2014). Bacterial protein oxidation and resulting aggregation can lead to significant cellular toxicity. For example, in *M. tuberculosis*, the sequestration of irreversibly oxidized protein by chaperone activity was found to protect cells from oxidative stress and antibi­otic treatment (Vaubourgeix et al., 2015). To probe oxidative damage to the bacterial protein pool, we utilized a commercially available protein carbonyl ELISA assay to measure the amount of protein carbonylation in cells treated with Amp, Kan, or Nor in comparison to H$_2$O$_2$ (a positive control) or untreated cells. We found that the three bactericidal antibiotics and H$_2$O$_2$ led to sig­nificant increases in protein carbonylation, up to ten times above basal level in the case of Kan and Nor (Figure 4A).

Protein carbonyl derivatives are not formed by direct reaction with superoxide or H$_2$O$_2$ but rather by direct metal-catalyzed oxidative attack on the amino acid side chain of proline, arginine, lysine, and histidine (Nyström, 2005). Additionally, carbonyl derivatives on lysine, cysteine, and histidine can be formed by secondary reactions with reactive carbonyl compounds on car­bohydrates, lipids, and advanced glycation/lipoxidation end­products (Curtis et al., 2012; Nyström, 2005; Stadtman and Levine, 2000; Zhou et al., 2005). Notably, in our metabolic profiling data, we detected changes to lipid precursors. While it is difficult to connect wide-ranging metabolic changes to any one event, it is possible that these perturbations are associated with oxidative lipid damage. *E. coli* contain monounsaturated lipids that can undergo oxidative degradation when exposed to certain ROS (Porter et al., 1995; Pradenas et al., 2013). Additional­ly, manipulating the saturation state of bacterial lipids has been found to impact susceptibility to various forms of oxidizing stress (Harley et al., 1978; Overath et al., 1970; Pradenas et al., 2012). This altered sensitivity can result from elevated propensity for lipid peroxidation and reduced membrane fluidity (Chamberlain and Moss, 1987; Konings et al., 1984).

Malondialdehyde (MDA) is widely used in eukaryotes as a marker of oxidative stress as it is generated from polyunsatu­rated fatty acids in phospholipids in a reaction initiated by ox­yl radicals such as hydroxyl radicals (Halliwell, 2007; Marnett, 2002). While bacteria do not synthesize polyunsaturated fatty acids, HPLC and TLC separations have been used to show that MDA can also arise from deoxyribose by an alternative pathway that is initiated by a Fenton oxidant abstracting a hydrogen atom at the 4’-position to form a carbon-centered radical that adds molecular oxygen at diffusion-controlled rates (Dedon, 2008; Zhou et al., 2005). To ascertain MDA levels in antibiotic-treated bacteria, we utilized an ELISA assay with an
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antibody specific for protein modification with the toxic MDA aldehyde. We found that treatment with bactericidal antibiotics led to increased levels of MDA modification on bacterial proteins compared to the no-treatment group, with Nor showing the greatest effect at an increase of almost 3-fold (Figure 4B); increases were also observed following treatment with H2O2. Our detection of MDA adducts suggests that Fenton oxidants are being generated in cells exposed to bactericidal antibiotics. Because bacteria are capable of incorporating linoleic acid, a polyunsaturated fatty acid, into their phospholipids if it is available and linoleic acid can yield malondialdehyde in the presence of Fenton oxidants (Zhou et al., 2005), it is possible that this form of lipid oxidation could also contribute to antibiotic-induced MDA production.

Our metabolomic dataset also identified significant changes to the nucleotide pool in antibiotic-treated bacteria that are suggestive of nucleotide degradation and possible guanine pool oxidation. The modification of DNA and RNA is a core consequence of oxidative stress, and the oxidation of guanine is most likely because of its low redox potential (Neeley and Essigmann, 2006). The presence of 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (8-oxo-guanine) in DNA or RNA is widely used as a biomarker of oxidative stress and can result from either oxidation at the level of the nucleic acid or oxidation at the level of the nucleoside triphosphate followed by incorporation. The presence of 8-oxo-dG in DNA has many deleterious consequences, including mismatched base-pairing, mutagenesis, and the generation of lethal DNA double-strand breaks (Cadet et al., 2003; Foti et al., 2012; Haghdoost et al., 2006). Additionally, the induction of 8-oxo-G in RNA can lead to protein mistranslation, protein aggregation, and resulting cellular damage (Tanaka et al., 2007). Protein mistranslation and aggregation have been proposed to play important roles in antibiotic-induced death (Kohanski et al., 2008; Ling et al., 2012). To quantitate the levels of both 8-oxo-dG and 8-oxo-G, we utilized two different ELISA assays specific for these modifications. The DNA pool showed an increase of approximately 40% in the levels of 8-oxo-dG across all antibiotic treatments and upon the addition of H2O2, compared to untreated cells (Figure 5A). Our results are consistent with independent prior evidence that antibiotics increase the levels of 8-oxo-dG in DNA (Yeom et al., 2010). We found that the basal levels of 8-oxo-G on the RNA pool were about three times higher than the levels of 8-oxo-dG on DNA (Figure 5B). In addition, the RNA pool showed increased 8-oxo-G content in all treatment conditions ranging from a 113% increase with Kan to a 175% increase with Amp; the H2O2 positive control (Liu et al., 2012) had the largest increase at 478%.

Our detection of increased levels of 8-oxo-guanine in DNA and RNA is a particularly powerful indicator that Fenton oxidants are being generated in response to antibiotics, as neither superoxide nor H2O2 reacts significantly with nucleic acids or nucleotides (Cadet and Wagner, 2013; Imlay et al., 1988; Imlay, 2003; Winterbourn, 2013). Rather, 8-oxo-guanine formation is likely initiated by Fenton oxidants and proceeds through 8-hydroxy-7,8-dihydropyrimidin-4-yl radicals (Cadet and Wagner, 2013; Neeley and Essigmann, 2006). Our observations are consistent with reports that toxic DNA damage by H2O2 is mediated through the Fenton reaction (Imlay et al., 1988) and that aerobically grown E. coli generates sufficient H2O2 to create toxic levels of DNA damage (Park et al., 2005). DNA, RNA, dNTPs, and NTPs are anionic ligands that promote the Fenton reaction with micromolar H2O2 (Park et al., 2005; Rush et al., 1990). During such reactions, Fenton oxidants are produced in the immediate vicinity of the nucleic acids or nucleotides, so these molecules are at especially high risk of high oxidation compared to many other biological molecules. Such localization also favors the oxidation of deoxyribose to generate MDA and other toxic products (Dedon, 2008). Interestingly, 8-oxo-guanine can also be generated by peroxyl radicals (Lim et al., 2004; Simandan et al., 1998) that have been produced by the initial action of Fenton oxidants. There is also particularly compelling evidence to suggest the participation of vicinal pyrimidine peroxyl radicals in the formation of 8-oxo-dG (Bergeron et al., 2010; Douki et al., 2002). Further, it should be noted that peroxyl radicals are much longer lived than hydroxyl radicals (Lim et al., 2004; Simandan et al., 1998), and hence 8-oxo-guanine formation elicited by antibiotics could potentially...
be affected by the presence of antioxidants such as glutathione that react with peroxyl radicals (Platt and Gieseg, 2003).

The lower levels of oxidation observed in the DNA pool (compared to the RNA pool) are likely to be in part because the 8-oxo-dG signal on DNA is suppressed in *E. coli* by the activity of DNA repair enzymes such as MutM and MutY (Foti et al., 2012). On the other hand, RNA does not undergo such repair and is more accessible to ROS because of its single-stranded nature and more transient association with proteins. Multiple studies have shown that levels of oxidative damage are higher and more stable on RNA than on DNA. Damage to the RNA and DNA pool is likely to have deleterious downstream effects on translation and DNA stability, respectively.

It only takes a single unrepaired double-strand break (DSB) to kill a bacterial cell (Bonura and Smith, 1975; Kouzminova and Kuzminov, 2012); consequently, it can take very little 8-oxo-dG in DNA and/or chromosomal fragmentation to kill a cell (Mahaseth and Kuzminov, 2015). For example, recent work has provided evidence that even the very low endogenous levels of 8-oxo-dG in DNA can prove lethal if cells hyper-initiate DNA replication (Charbon et al., 2014). Also, simply increasing the levels of oxidative damage are higher and more stable on RNA than on DNA. Damage to the RNA and DNA pool is likely to have deleterious downstream effects on translation and DNA stability, respectively.

It only takes a single unrepaired double-strand break (DSB) to kill a bacterial cell (Bonura and Smith, 1975; Kouzminova and Kuzminov, 2012); consequently, it can take very little 8-oxo-dG in DNA and/or chromosomal fragmentation to kill a cell (Mahaseth and Kuzminov, 2015). For example, recent work has provided evidence that even the very low endogenous levels of 8-oxo-dG in DNA can prove lethal if cells hyper-initiate DNA replication (Charbon et al., 2014). Also, simply increasing the levels of oxidative damage are higher and more stable on RNA than on DNA. Damage to the RNA and DNA pool is likely to have deleterious downstream effects on translation and DNA stability, respectively.

Motivated by our nucleotide results and to test further the hypothesis that bactericidal antibiotics induce DSBs in the bacterial chromosome, we took advantage of a novel engineered fluorescent protein-based probe (Shee et al., 2013). This method relies on a fusion of GFP to the Gam protein from phage Mu that robustly binds to DSBs when expressed in *E. coli*. To visually profile the formation of DSB foci, we treated cells expressing Gam-GFP with H$_2$O$_2$, which is known to induce DSBs (Friedberg et al., 1996), or with Amp, Kan, or Nor. Expression of Gam-GFP allows reliable detection and enumeration of DSBs, which appear as fluorescent GFP foci (Shee et al., 2013). As some antibiotics cause protein misfolding and polar aggregation, cells were stained with DAPI prior to imaging, and only foci co-localized with DAPI in the deconvolved three-dimensional image were quantified as DSB foci.

Consistent with previous work (Shee et al., 2013), we found that approximately 10% of cells growing in the absence of drug exhibited foci. All of the treatment conditions led to robustly elevated levels of DSBs (Figure 6) as evidenced by a statistically significant increase in the percentage of cells exhibiting foci. Treatment with Amp, Kan, Nor, or H$_2$O$_2$ also induced the formation of multiple foci per cell, with an average of 75.4%, 68.1%, 35.3%, and 81.1% multifocal cells, respectively, compared to just 4.7% of untreated cells (Figure S4). Two of the antibiotics, Amp and Kan, induced significant morphological changes that can increase both the size of the bacterial cell and DNA content in cells that failed to undergo division. These morphological changes may result in somewhat elevated foci counts in larger cells but cannot explain the more the 10-fold elevation in foci counts. Despite the somewhat divergent GamGFP fluorescent signatures, these data suggest that antibiotic treatment leads to the formation of DSBs in *E. coli* and are consistent with a prior study showing that antibiotic exposure leads to chromosomal DSBs (Dwyer et al., 2012). They are also consistent with multiple lines of evidence indicating that introduction of 8-oxo-dG into DNA plays a causal contributing role to antibiotic lethality, including the observation that bactericidal antibiotics cause MutM- and MutY-dependent TUNEL staining that precedes cell death (Foti et al., 2012).

**DISCUSSION**

β-lactams, aminoglycosides, and quinolones have well-established primary mechanisms of action. However, recent work...
has indicated that, in addition to these distinct mechanisms, subsequent metabolic changes that occur downstream of the interaction of the antibiotics with their targets also play an important role in antibiotic lethality (Cohen et al., 2013; Dwyer et al., 2014, 2015; Gomez and McKinney, 2004; Van Acker et al., 2014). In this work, we evaluated the downstream effects of bactericidal antibiotics on bacterial metabolism by profiling the metabolome of E. coli following treatment with ampicillin, kanamycin, or norfloxacin. We found that the initial metabolic response to these different antibiotics is similar soon after treatment but diverges after longer exposure to the antibiotics. This similarity in the initial metabolic response to antibiotics closely parallels previous studies that found common transcriptional and physiological responses to bactericidal antibiotics (Dwyer et al., 2014; Kohanski et al., 2007). These same studies found that ROS production and metabolic activity contribute to antibiotic lethality (Lobritz et al., 2015). Consistent with these observations, the present study showed that the bactericidal antibiotic treatments altered glutathione metabolism and reduced the GSH/GSSG ratio, indicating an ongoing antioxidant response consistent with the generation of oxidants.

Previous studies have proposed that elevated cellular respiration leads to the production of ROS in response to bactericidal antibiotics (Dwyer et al., 2014; Kohanski et al., 2007). Consistent with these observations, we found higher levels of TCA cycle intermediates and altered NAD⁺ metabolism indicative of altered TCA cycle activity and oxidative phosphorylation (Kohanski et al., 2010b). We also detected a more general elevation in concentrations of carbohydrate, cofactor/vitamin, and energy metabolites. These data indicate that bacteria treated with bactericidal antibiotics may experience a metabolically activated state that correlates with cell death. This notion is supported by numerous studies that found that perturbations to metabolic capacity can impact the bactericidal action of antibiotics (Baek et al., 2011; Brynildsen et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2013; Gomez and McKinney, 2004; Rosato et al., 2014; Van Acker et al., 2014). In addition, β-lactam antibiotics were recently found to induce an energy-expensive, futile biosynthetic cycle of peptidoglycan polymerization and degradation (Cho et al., 2014), and, even more recently, it has been reported that metabolic futile cycles can increase H₂O₂ production and sensitivity to oxidants (Adolfsen and Brynildsen, 2015). Taken together with our observations, these reports suggest the possibility that futile cycles associated with antibiotic-induced metabolic changes could account, at least in part, for the myriad of observations (Dwyer et al., 2015) indicating that bacterial antibiotics elicit oxidative stress that contributes causally to bacterial mutagenesis and cell death.

Metabolomic datasets can be used to detect both primary changes and secondary effects arising from cellular responses to an applied stress. For example, we observed significant changes to glutathione pools, indicating antioxidant responses, as well as a reduction in nucleotides and lipid precursors. One possible explanation of this profile is that antibiotic-induced oxidants damage cellular components such as proteins, lipids, and nucleotides that are then turned over by the cell. To test this hypothesis, we examined protein carbonylation, malondialdehyde adducts, and the presence of 8-oxo-guanine in DNA and RNA. These toxic downstream metabolic by-products of ROS production are more stable than ROS and can be detected using well-established techniques. Consistent with the above hypothesis, we found that antibiotics significantly increased the levels of...
Bacteria live very close to the edge with respect to their ability to tolerate oxidative damage. For example, reducing the levels of superoxide dismutase or MutT, the 8-oxo-dGTP sanitizer, by only a factor of two (Setoyama et al., 2011) results in changes to mutation frequency. In addition, 89% of spontaneous base-pair mutations in aerobically grown *E. coli* have been attributed to ROS (Sakai et al., 2006). Bacteria often react to stresses by increasing their mutation rate to help them adapt and indeed exposure of aerobically grown *E. coli* to sublethal levels of bactericidal antibiotics increases the mutation rate (Kohanski et al., 2010a). In the intensively studied case of exposure to subinhibitory levels of ampicillin, the underlying molecular mechanism is thought to involve incorporation of oxidized nucleotides into nascent DNA coupled with a temporary suppression of mismatch repair so that they are not removed (Gutierrez et al., 2013). Because bacteria are most frequently exposed to sublethal doses of antibiotics in natural settings, the evolution of a system that increases ROS-dependent mutagenesis under the stress of low levels of antibiotics would have been beneficial. Thus, the ROS-dependent component of killing by clinically used concentrations of antibiotics that is due to DNA damage could be a deleterious consequence of a strategy that is normally beneficial for adaptation under less stressful conditions (Dwyer et al., 2015).

Taken together, our findings lend support to the suggestion that targeting microbial metabolism to enhance the bactericidal activity of antibiotics may be an effective means of reducing the burden of infections (Allison et al., 2011; Brynildsen et al., 2013). More broadly, our results suggest that, for other stresses besides antibiotics, induced metabolic changes may also result in the generation of increased Fenton oxidants, thus helping to explain the common involvement of ROS toxicity in a long list of physiologically diverse stresses (Dong et al., 2015; Imlay, 2015).

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Bacterial Strain**

*MG1655* *E. coli* (ATCC# 700926) was used for all studies.

**Metabolic Profiling and Computational Analysis**

Metabolic profiling was performed by Metabolon, and statistical analyses were performed in MATLAB (MATLAB 8.1, MathWorks). A complete description of the metabolic profiling and computational analysis can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**MG1655 Collection and Lysis for ELISA**

Overnight cultures were diluted 1:250 in 25 ml Luria-Bertani (LB), in 250-ml baffled flasks, and grown to an optical density (OD) of 600 of 0.2–0.3. Cells were treated with antibiotics for 1 hr, washed in PBS, and stored at –80°C in 200 µl B-PER II with 100 µg/ml lysozyme and 5 U/ml DNase I (Thermo Scientific). A BCA assay (Pierce) was used to quantify protein concentration. Please see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a detailed experimental protocol.

**ELISA**

MDA was quantified using an in-house designed ELISA protocol. Protein carboxylation was measured with a Protein Carbonyl ELISA kit (Enzo Life Sciences). 8-oxo-dG levels and 8-oxo-G levels were quantified using Oxiselect Oxidative DNA Damage ELISA kit and the Oxiselect Oxidative RNA Damage ELISA kit (Cell Biolabs), respectively. Please see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a detailed experimental protocol.
GamGFP Assay
Imaging was performed on a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope, using a 63x water lens and 2.5x optivar, and quantification of GFP foci was performed using Imaris software. Please see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a detailed experimental protocol.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, four figures, and two data files and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2015.09.059.
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